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The STARability Foundation is a regional leader
providing innovative, results-driven programs for
individuals with intellectual and developmental
disabilities and their families.
As individuals with disabilities leave schoolsupported services at age 22, they often face a
gap in services or a lack of continuing training and
education with no clear path ahead.
STARability’s pioneering program, the Trailblazer
Academy, fills that gap by offering communitybased skill development experiences for life
enrichment and vocational goals.
Felipe D., Tori G. and Tiffany W.

Report Details
We have adopted Virginia Commonwealth University’s evidence-based assessment model
to measure participants’ progress toward goals in eight life skill areas. Goals are determined
by participant interviews, family surveys and baseline assessments.
From January to March, instructors assess Trailblazer Academy participants in different
settings, including our center and community partner sites, using the ABILITY! Assessment
Scale. Staff and instructors use the results to enhance or modify the program.
Home Observation: 21*

Top Life Skill Areas have
goals in common among participants.

Leisure & Recreation Assessment: 12

These include:
1. Self-determination & Advocacy

Work Observation Assessment: 9

ABILITY!
Assessment Scale

2. Socialization, Communication & Peers
3. Career Path & Employment

Life Skill Areas
by Assessment

01 – skill not performed
(no skill demonstration or observation)

Home Living

02 – requires physical prompting
(an example is hand-over-hand guidance)

Health & Safety

03 – requires extensive prompting
(demonstrates skill with 3+ prompts: modeling,
pictorial, verbal or written)

Leisure & Recreation
Self-determination & Advocacy

04 – requires limited prompting
(demonstrates skill with 1-2 prompts: gestural,
pictorial, verbal or written)

Socialization, Communication
& Peers

05 – skill performed independently
(demonstrates skill with no prompts required,
independently or with no supervision)

Community Participation
& Personal Finance

+0.25 indicates a significant increase
-0.10 indicates a significant decrease
4.25 ≥ mastery in a life skill area

Transportation
Career Path & Employment
Home Observation
Leisure and Recreation Assessment
Work Observation Assessment

* The number of participants who were assessed in this report decreased from 42 in Q3
2020 to 21 in Q3 2021 because of program disruption caused by the pandemic.

Self-Determination & Advocacy
Self-determination skills enable individuals to have more autonomy. By enhancing these
skills, participants can take on new responsibilities and assert more control over their lives.

In Action
The Trailblazer Academy tailors lessons according
to participants’ individual interests and needs. We
ask our participants directly for their feedback
so that they can advocate for themselves and we
can incorporate their requests.
Our feedback form includes the question “What
else would you like to learn about this topic?”
When participant Paul W. got to this question, he
requested gender-specific training on personal
hygiene. We now include gender-specific lessons
in our Health and Safety course.
Paul W.

The Impact

Participants show self-determination by problem solving and completing tasks
independently. They advocate for themselves when making choices and expressing
personal interests.

Leisure & Recreation:

+0.39

Work Observation:

2020 3.10

2020

3.07

2021

2021

3.61

3.40

+0.54

Further Initiatives
● Continue to identify and provide clear expectations for our participants at community
partner sites.
● Use more visual aids for learning, choice making and task reinforcement.

Socialization, Communication & Peers
Effective socialization and communication are necessary life skills. Communication allows
individuals to advocate for themselves and express their interests. It also provides the
basis for relationships with peers and community interaction.

In Action
Trailblazer Academy participants are not just
attending classes. They are interacting with each
other personally, virtually and in the community
daily. They are forming lifelong friendships because
of their interactions.

Allison O.

Instructors watched a relationship blossom between
two participants, Abigail N. and Allison O., over virtual
programs. When the two saw each other for the first
time in person, Allison immediately ran to Abigail,
who said, “My virtual friend! How are you?”

The Impact

Abigail N.

Participants are improving their communication and socialization by engaging in
conversations with peers, instructors and other community members. Participants
ask conversationally appropriate questions and display socially acceptable behaviors
in different settings.

Leisure & Recreation:

+0.33

Work Observation:

2020 3.31

2020

3.15

2021

2021

3.76

3.64

+0.61

Further Initiatives
● Encourage peer interactions by scheduling breaks and downtime to socialize.
● Motivate socially acceptable behaviors through structured social activities.

Career Path & Employment
Employment offers individuals a sense of identity and purpose beyond financial support.
Finding and obtaining a job requires multiple life skills such as self-determination,
communication and naviagting transportation.

In Action
The Trailblazer Academy is a vocational training
program at its core, providing community-based
work experience and life skill training. We have 25
organizations in our employment network that
offer hands-on opportunities our participants.
Ryan S. was one of our many participants eager
to be employed. Now, he works at THRIVE*ability:
A Community Garden Project. Not a day goes by
without him saying, “The garden makes me happy.”

Ryan S.

The Impact
Five participants were referred to our vocational services manager and successfully
placed in a job.

Work Observation:

2020

3.04

2021

3.65

+0.61

Administrative Specialist Linda Best with Administrative Assistant
and Trailblazer Academy graduate Hannah Kandel

Further Initiatives
● Continue working with the vocational services manager to place individuals in career
exploration positions such as internships that could lead to more successful long-term
employment.
● Begin a graduation track for Trailblazer Academy participants who are ready for work
and to be independent.

Other Life Skill Areas
Health & Safety

Trailblazer Academy participants are educated on topics to promote their
well-being, including personal safety, hygeine, nutrition and identity protection.

Leisure & Recreation: +1.10

Work Observation: +0.79

2020 2.7

2020

2.82

2021 3.8

2021

3.61

Community Participation & Personal Finance

Participants engage in the community every day and learn how to manage
money and make transactions.

Leisure & Recreation: +0.63

Work Observation: +0.88

2020 2.85

2020

2.43

2021

2021

3.31

3.47

Leisure & Recreation

Participants are exposed to different recreational activities or activities
during down time.

Leisure & Recreation: +1.19

Work Observation: +1.50

2020 2.52

2020

2.35

2021

2021

3.85

3.72

Transportation
We provide transportation to and from community outings and educate
Trailblazer Academy participants on resources such as public transportation,
whom to contact and when to contact someone.

Leisure & Recreation: +0.82

Work Observation:

2020 3.08

2020

2.35

2021

2021

3.85

3.90

+1.50

Home Living
Participants learn basic housekeeping like washing dishes, cleaning and folding
clothes to promote their independence at home.
Results are pending. Please read our next IMPACTability report.

Steps Forward
Our Trailblazer Academy participants continue to make progress toward their goals,
despite the challenges posed by the pandemic over the past year.
They are learning to make choices and advocate for themselves. They are improving their
communication skills and making critical social connections in various settings. And some
Trailblazers have taken steps toward finding meaningful employment. They are becoming
more independent, which is the ultimate goal of the Trailblazer Academy.
Families confirm the impact the Trailblazer Academy is having on their children.
Biagio Vignolo credits the Trailblazer Academy for his son
Adam’s transformation.
Two years ago, it was difficult for Adam to engage with
others, much less try new activities. Now, he can’t wait for
classes and to venture into the community with his fellow
Trailblazers.
It was like “a window opened in his life,” Biagio says.

Adam V.

In the coming months, we will implement the initiatives
outlined in this report so Trailblazers can take even more
meaningful steps forward on their journey toward
greater independence.

